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OutlineOutline
 Overview of tiny insect flight at lowOverview of tiny insect flight at low

Reynolds numbers (Re).Reynolds numbers (Re).

 Tiny insects use Tiny insects use ““clap and flingclap and fling”” to to
generate liftgenerate lift

 Bristled wings might reduce drag duringBristled wings might reduce drag during
fling.fling.

 Experimental setup and resultsExperimental setup and results



Reynolds NumberReynolds Number
Reynolds number- a dimensionlessReynolds number- a dimensionless
number that describes the ratio of thenumber that describes the ratio of the
inertial forces to the viscous forcesinertial forces to the viscous forces in the in the
fluid and is defined as:fluid and is defined as:

wherewhere
--ρρ  is theis the density of the fluid density of the fluid
-l is a characteristic length (chosen as the chord length of the-l is a characteristic length (chosen as the chord length of the
wing or the diameter of the bristle, depending upon the problem)wing or the diameter of the bristle, depending upon the problem)
-U is the free stream velocity of the fluid-U is the free stream velocity of the fluid
--µµ is the dynamic viscosity. is the dynamic viscosity.
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Lift and DragLift and Drag
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Lift and Drag Coefficents

Lift

Drag

• Lift is defined as the
vertical component of
force acting against
gravity.

• Drag is defined as the
horizontal component
of the force.



Tiny insect flightTiny insect flight
 Lift coefficients decrease and drag coefficientsLift coefficients decrease and drag coefficients

increase as the Re is lowered.increase as the Re is lowered.
 Almost all tiny insects have bristled wings.Almost all tiny insects have bristled wings.
 Flight becomes less efficient at lower Re ifFlight becomes less efficient at lower Re if

efficiency is defined as the ratio of lift to dragefficiency is defined as the ratio of lift to drag
forces.forces.

 What might be some adaptations for low ReWhat might be some adaptations for low Re
flight to improve efficiency?flight to improve efficiency?
 -bristled wings-bristled wings
 -clap and fling-clap and fling



•• The wings are clapped together at the end ofThe wings are clapped together at the end of
the upstroke, and are then rotated and pulledthe upstroke, and are then rotated and pulled
apart.apart.

•• During wing rotation, two large leading edgeDuring wing rotation, two large leading edge
vortices (LEV) form, augmenting lift.vortices (LEV) form, augmenting lift.

•• During translation, LEVDuring translation, LEV’’s are larger thans are larger than
TEVTEV’’ss

Clap and FlingClap and Fling



The problem with flingThe problem with fling
 Although clap and fling augments liftAlthough clap and fling augments lift

forces, the drag forces created during flingforces, the drag forces created during fling
are more than 10 times higher than thoseare more than 10 times higher than those
produced during translation.produced during translation.

 How might drag be reduced?How might drag be reduced?
 Adding biologically realistic flexibility to theAdding biologically realistic flexibility to the

wings can half drag forces produced.wings can half drag forces produced.
 Wing bristles might also reduce drag.Wing bristles might also reduce drag.



Tiny insects have bristledTiny insects have bristled
wingswings



How bristles might reduceHow bristles might reduce
dragdrag

 Bristled wings could act like leaky rakes duringBristled wings could act like leaky rakes during
fling (when the wings are pulled apart)fling (when the wings are pulled apart)

 The wings might then act like lift producing solidThe wings might then act like lift producing solid
plates during translation.plates during translation.

 What might cause this transition?What might cause this transition?
 Higher characteristic Re during fling than duringHigher characteristic Re during fling than during

translation.translation.
 Higher angles of attack during fling.Higher angles of attack during fling.

 We need to determine how We need to determine how ‘‘leakinessleakiness’’ depends depends
on Re, spacing, and angle of attack.on Re, spacing, and angle of attack.



Flow Visualization TankFlow Visualization Tank
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ConclusionConclusion
 Leakiness decreases with the angle of attack.Leakiness decreases with the angle of attack.
 These results might be of some help in the clapThese results might be of some help in the clap

and fling motion because the greatest dragand fling motion because the greatest drag
forces are generated when the wings are at a 90forces are generated when the wings are at a 90
degree angle of attack.  This is also the placedegree angle of attack.  This is also the place
where the wings will leak the most.where the wings will leak the most.

 At 45 degrees, the wings act more like a solidAt 45 degrees, the wings act more like a solid
plate.  So this effect coupled with changes inplate.  So this effect coupled with changes in
leakiness due to the force acting normal to theleakiness due to the force acting normal to the
wing could really make the wings act like leakywing could really make the wings act like leaky
rakes during fling and solid plates during the restrakes during fling and solid plates during the rest
of the stroke.of the stroke.
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